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Abstract
Two revolutions in using human genetics to investigate the past are 
beginning to have a profound effect on how the public regard heritage 
and their connection to it. Direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry tests 
(GATs) are becoming a popular way for the public to explore their 
familial history and ancestry. Major advances in ancient DNA methods 
mean that the field is beginning to live up to its early promise. Both of 
these analyses can be considered forms of public mortuary archaeology 
in how they are perceived to provide an individual an interface with 
their recent and more ancient ancestors, their own personal Hades, 
referring to the Ancient Greek home of the dead. GATs are useful 
for resolving genealogy and determining the origins of an individual’s 
recent ancestors, but have been criticized for reifying differences 
between populations, failing to give clear guidance on how they should 
be interpreted, and making exaggerated links to historic groups of 
people that are at the heart of genetically determinist nationalistic 
origin myths. Recent palaeogenomic studies of prehistoric Europeans 
have found evidence for population discontinuity that will have 
repercussions for the public’s perception of archaeological mortuary 
sites and the communities who built them. Public archaeologists are 
going to have to engage increasingly with these types of data to 
combat the misappropriation of genetic results in defining rights and 
affinities to archaeological heritage.
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Introduction
Direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry tests (GATs) have become a 
popular way for the public to directly explore their familial histories, 
as well as more abstract aspects of their ancestry, identity and 
heritage (Royal et al. 2010). At the same time, major advances 
in the sampling, extraction and analysis of ancient DNA have 
facilitated powerful palaeogenetic studies of ancient human remains 
highlighting, amongst many other things, population discontinuity 
in prehistoric Europe (Allentoft et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016; Haak 
et al. 2015; Olalde et al. 2018). Both GATs and palaeogenomics 
may be regarded as forms of contemporary mortuary archaeology, 
and digital public mortuary archaeology (DPMA) in particular, in 
that they are represented through virtual digital media and data 
that encourage the public to explore and define relationships 
between themselves and their long-deceased ancestors (Williams 
and Atkin 2015). They therefore form an interface between the 
public and past communities (Moshenska 2017). The way in which 
both disciplines enter and influence societal and political discourse, 
whilst often being regarded as recreational or academic, as well 
as how they provoke tensions between authority and multivocality 
in narratives of populations and individuals, means that they are 
subject to some of the same issues that are often at the forefront 
of discussions in public archaeology more generally (Richardson 
and Almansa-Sánchez 2015). 
Human palaeogenomics is mortuary archaeology in a 
straightforward way, as it deals directly with ancient human remains 
retrieved from archaeological investigations of mortuary sites. 
Both GATs and palaeogenomics produce rich datasets representing 
the individual, but also a population of that individual’s ancestors 
(Royal et al. 2010). The data are stored in online databases such 
as the NCBI GenBank, producing large datasets composed of 
biological information from an individual and their ancestors. This 
adds to the growing list of types of non-corporeal or non-material 
forms of public mortuary archaeology (Williams and Atkin 2015). 
Ancient geneticists are now also ‘death-workers’ who have a key 
role in constructing narratives of dead individuals and populations, 
sometimes with little involvement from archaeologists (Giles and 
Williams 2016: 12). Unlike other archaeological scientists, most 
palaeogeneticists have little formal training in human osteology 
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or funerary archaeology. Some of the conclusions of these 
palaeogenetic studies have taken archaeologists by surprise, and 
there are still lingering tensions between the two disciplines, often 
fueled by misunderstandings regarding their respective research 
interests, methodologies and interpretations (Furholt 2018; Heyd 
2017). 
The ability to treat DNA data from an ancient individual as 
representative of a population has allowed geneticists to make bold 
assertions about prehistoric population movements based on what 
might be regarded as relatively small sample sizes (Allentoft et 
al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016; Haak et al. 2015; Olalde et al. 2018). 
Caution must always be exercised in assessing archaeological 
representation biases, but genetic information from both ancient 
and modern individuals facilitates investigation of early and 
more recent populations whose remains may not have survived 
into the archaeological record. This concept is usually taken for 
granted in palaeogenetics papers, but this subtlety is often lost 
on archaeological specialists and the public. Narratives derived 
from palaeogenetic studies often provoke sensational headlines in 
national media, and this is often how most archaeological specialists 
initially encounter these results. The hard science and academic 
papers are often difficult for archaeologists to scrutinize, and 
sometimes geneticists cannot fully explore the range of arguments 
and approaches to particular archaeological questions, which can 
often lead to archaeologists feeling divorced from the findings of 
palaeogenomics, and perhaps may lead them to consider the subject 
of palaeogenomics outside their area of expertise. The potential for 
an absence of archaeological expertise in both palaeogenomics and 
GATs may set them apart from other forms of public archaeology 
(Moshenska 2017).
This article will explore the ways in which GATs and 
palaeogenomics represent forms of contemporary public mortuary 
archaeology and the way that they affect relationships between the 
public and their recent ancestors, as well as their relationships with 
ancient peoples (including the artefacts, ancient monuments and 
landscapes they leave in the landscape). It will explore how these 
types of studies may affect perceptions of more traditional forms of 
mortuary archaeology, focusing mainly on Europe, and on Britain 
in particular. It will provide some ideas about what GATS can and 
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cannot be used to say about relationships between modern and 
ancient populations, in order to provide some guidance on how to 
combat the misappropriation of these data in public discourse.
GATs
There are an increasing number of companies that offer 
personalized DNA sequencing services for a bewildering variety 
of purposes, although GATs are by far the most popular and 
numerous (Phillips 2016). The tests do not involve sequencing of an 
individual’s entire genome, but specific genetic variants that have 
been identified as helpful for discriminating between modern-day 
national populations and assessing relatedness between individuals 
(Jobling et al. 2016; Royal et al. 2010). GATs have fairly discrete 
genealogy and ancestry functions that have different implications 
to inferring relationships between the living and the dead.
The genealogical aspect of GATs involves the search for DNA 
sequences that consenting individuals in the company’s databases 
may have in common (Royal et al. 2010). The abundance and 
length of shared DNA sequences between individuals can be used to 
estimate the degrees of relatedness, and identify extended family 
members. This information can be essential to resolving genealogical 
quandaries, and GATs are demonstrably useful for identifying long-
lost relatives or resolving family trees (Tutton 2004). However, 
they also have an inherent disruptive potential, as there is always 
a possibility that the results will clash with the genealogical record, 
or even a person’s own accepted family history (for example, in 
identifying an instance of misattributed paternity). This highlights 
a recurring theme of GATs, as well as palaeogenetic analyses, that 
is directly relevant to issues raised in public archaeology. Namely, 
that unexpected or unintuitive results have the potential to alter an 
individual’s perceived relationship with distinct ancestors, ancient 
peoples and related aspects of identity and heritage (Lee 2013; 
Scully et al. 2016). 
GATs usually construct representations of an individual’s ancestry 
through two methods: sequencing of hundreds of thousands of 
genetic variants (usually single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
– positions in the human genome that are commonly variable 
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between individuals) distributed across an individual’s whole 
genome and analysis of uniparental markers (DNA sequences 
inherited exclusively through the maternal (Mitochondrial DNA) 
or paternal (Y-chromosome) lineage). Data obtained across an 
individual’s whole genome is used to produce ancestry composition 
tests. These tests use algorithms to calculate the combination 
of SNPs commonly found in modern national source populations 
best explains SNP variation in an individual’s genome (Royal et al. 
2010). The result is usually expressed as percentages relating to 
the proportion of SNPs an individual has in common with particular 
populations. Ancestry composition tests are at the forefront of GAT 
marketing, and have been linked explicitly with relationships to 
historic groups of people intrinsic to notions of national, regional 
and individual identity (Nordgren and Juengst 2009; Figures 1 and 
2). These marketing strategies commodify ancestry by placing it 
at the heart of an individual’s sense of identity and heritage (Bliss 
2013; Scodari 2017). 
Figure 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpJ6TFmrs1o 
Ancestry DNA ‘Reaction’ Commercial depicting a man’s reaction to being 
told that he ‘is a Viking.’ This advertisement highlights that the possibility 
that GATs can make connections between individuals and particular 
historical populations; these are often at the forefront of GAT company 
marketing strategies.
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There is no doubt that population genetics provides tangible and 
effective methods of distinguishing between different modern and 
ancient populations. Of course, genetic variants associated with 
particular modern populations do relate to the population history 
of particular regions, and comparison of data from each can be 
a powerful way of investigating past demographic processes, 
although the nature and antiquity of the processes they capture 
is sometimes unclear ((Kershaw and Røyrvik 2016; Leslie et al. 
2015). However, the presentation of GAT ancestry composition 
tests, emphasizing differences between populations supposedly 
reaching back into deep time and linking differences to historical 
populations and aspects of contemporary identity has been 
criticized on several fronts (Jobling et al. 2016; Morning 2014; 
Nash 2004; 2005; 2012a; 2012b; 2013; 2015; 2016; 2017; 
Nordgren and Juengst 2009; Phelan et al. 2014). The SNPs that 
Figure 2: https://vimeo.com/135006750
Ancestry ‘Come Find Me’ Commercial depicting a Viking inviting viewers 
to discover who their ancestors were and ‘where their story began’. This 
advertisement also prioritizes the suggestion that GATs can link modern 
individuals to specific historical populations that feed into ideas around 
nationhood and identity.
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are studied for these ancestry composition tests represent a tiny 
proportion of an individual’s genome, yet an individual’s ancestry 
composition is normally presented in percentage terms, potentially 
giving a misleading impression of the significance of differences 
between populations (Jobling et al. 2016; Phelan et al. 2014; Royal 
et al. 2010). DNA sequences are so data-rich that even a small 
proportion of a genome can be used to discriminate between modern 
populations on a probabilistic basis. However, there is some evidence 
that public awareness of what GATs claim to do reifies concepts of 
inherent human racial differences that has been characterized as 
a new form of racialism (Morning 2014; Phelan et al. 2014). This 
is in spite of the fact that studies on both ancient and modern 
populations have clearly undermined traditional racial categories; 
therefore, this disconnect between results and interpretation may 
represent public misunderstandings this technology (Fujimura et 
al. 2007; Reich 2018). The inference by GATs that modern genetic 
differences have persisted through deep time, and particularly the 
evocation of ancient populations that are at the heart of modern 
national foundation myths, has been argued to encourage ethnic 
nationalism, building genetically essentialist notions of modern 
peoples that can facilitate nativist political narratives (Nash 2015; 
2017; Nordgren and Juengst 2009). This situation is exacerbated 
by use of categories that are a mixture of genuine ethnic groups, 
nationalities (some of which have only existed in the recent past) and 
vague geographic regions of variable size (e.g. Ashkenazi Jewish, 
French, German, Italian). These categories are defined by the ease 
at which populations can be distinguished using the methodologies 
used by GAT companies, but the way they are labelled potentially 
creates a false equivalency between terms and strips them of their 
sociocultural and historical components. The specificity of some of 
these categories has been questioned on the basis that current 
methods used by GAT companies can only allocate ancestry at 
continental resolutions with high confidence (Jobling et al. 2016). 
The results of GATs are often perceived by the public, as well as 
marketed by the companies, as a way of using their ancestors to 
link themselves to historic populations and legitimize aspects of 
their identity. In doing so, GATs promote a questionable ideal that 
deep ancestry and connections to ancient groups are imperative 
to a person’s individual national identity and belonging, ideas that 
have deep roots in ethnic nationalism.
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GATs differ subtly from this popular perception, mostly because 
of the way they transform raw genetic data into comprehensible 
ancestry compositions, but also because of limitations on what 
modern genomes can be used to say about ancient ancestors (Jobling 
et al. 2016; Royal et al. 2010). The source populations used in GATs 
are usually composed of individuals whose grandparents were all 
documented to have lived in the same region or modern nation and 
often those who self-identify as ‘white’ in European countries (Durand 
et al. 2014). This strategy is intended to narrow down samples to 
individuals who are likely to have the longest ancestral legacy in a 
particular region, therefore taken to be broadly representative of 
the general population of that area over a maximal time period. GAT 
companies suggest that this allows them to acquire a genetic signal 
for particular regions which existed before more recent periods of 
significant migration, and which would be assumed to have been 
static for the last few hundred years (Durand et al. 2014). This may 
be true in a broad sense, but without hundreds of ancient genomes 
dating back over the last few hundred years, this assumption is 
currently difficult to test. Most individuals used in these source 
populations will inevitably have ancestry from other places, but the 
statistical techniques used by GAT companies zero in on average 
differences between populations. The size of the area can vary and 
is at least partly dependent on the degree of genetic differentiation 
between populations living in particular regions. Crucially, the data 
from these source populations are curated to some extent to produce 
statistically coherent groups, and are likely to represent relatively 
conservative representations of genetic variation in these groups.
The algorithms used by GATs apply principals of population 
genetics to an individual’s genome and are based on robust but 
probabilistic models that were primarily developed for comparing 
populations rather than individuals (Jobling et al. 2016; Royal et 
al. 2010). Each company has their own source populations and 
algorithms, and therefore each one produces slightly different 
results for the same individual. In addition, the conservative 
construction of population groups, small or unrepresentative source 
populations and historic relationships between geographically close 
groups can mean that certain sequences are misattributed and 
produce results that are known (through detailed family records) 
to be anomalous. Therefore, GATs represent an individual’s historic 
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ancestors defined through a prism of modern population variation 
and culturally derived categorizations (Jobling et al. 2016).
It is currently difficult to determine the time-depth that GATs 
represent with respect to past populations, but is probably no more 
than a few hundred years (Jobling et al. 2016; Royal et al. 2010). 
This is a pertinent factor for consumers who believe GATs will 
reveal something about their deep ancestry, particularly how it fits 
with the popular conception of the origins of regional and national 
populations. However, despite some GAT companies trading on 
this connection, they tend to be vague about the antiquity of the 
ancestors their tests represent (Durand et al. 2014). Contrary to 
the marketing by some companies, GAT ancestry compositions 
cannot provide robust insight into a modern individual’s connection 
with distant early medieval populations that are often at the heart 
of European nationalist myths. Very few GATs produce results 
suggesting an individual has an exclusive genetic stake in a single 
ancestral category, even over the potentially short time frames they 
cover (Jobling et al. 2016; Panofsky and Donovan 2017; Scully et 
al. 2016). The exponential increase in ancestors every generation 
means that as you go further back in time, each single individual 
ancestor is likely to be represented to a diminishing degree. The 
way in which DNA is inherited in chunks means that sequences 
from a particular genealogical ancestor can be entirely replaced 
through time, leaving an apparently paradoxical situation in which 
an individual has genealogical ancestors that are not represented 
in their DNA (Royal et al. 2010). As an individual’s genealogical 
ancestors increase exponentially with each generation, the 
population of a particular region is usually decreasing, and so it 
quickly becomes inevitable that this population of ancestors will 
include people from diverse places. The European genetic isopoint 
(the point at which everyone that lived in Europe and passed on 
descendants is an ancestor of all present-day white Europeans) is 
in the ninth century AD, around the time of the Viking colonization 
of Britain and well after the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons (Ralph and 
Coop 2013). A similar isopoint for the entire world population is 
estimated to be only a few thousand years ago (Rohde et al. 2004). 
Therefore, every present-day person with recent European ancestry 
from any country will inevitably have genealogical ancestors from 
the first millennium AD who lived in every part of Europe and could 
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be equally afforded early medieval cultural/ethnic terms as much 
as any other, such as ‘Anglo-Saxon’, ‘Viking’ or even ‘Celt’. The 
population of genealogical ancestors from the first millennium AD 
and almost certainly a proportion from the second millennium AD 
would have lived outside of Europe. Of course, certain early medieval 
groups had disproportionate genetic influences in particular regions 
which may have persisted to some extent through time, meaning 
that it is likely that genetic signatures of modern populations will 
reflect the influence of historic groups to some extent (Leslie et al. 
2015), but for the reasons described above it is impossible to make 
confident statements regarding the links with a modern individual. 
GATs can only pertain to a selection of an individual’s ancestors 
who in most cases probably existed relatively recently. 
GAT companies largely leave it up to their customers to interpret 
the meaning of their results when it comes to the depth of ancestry 
(Jobling et al. 2016).  In many cases this allows their customers 
to mould their results to fit their preconceived sense of their 
own family history, ancestry and identity. In this situation, the 
customer always gets what they want, as their family legends or 
ideologies regarding their relationship with past peoples are seen 
to be given an objective scientific grounding (Lee 2013; Scully et 
al. 2013; 2016). The way GAT companies often leave their results 
open to interpretation has led them being labelled as ‘genetic 
astrology’ (Balding et al. 2013). Even if customers venture online 
to attempt to understand their results, the variety of possible 
websites, blogs and social media accounts available could be used 
to support most interpretations. The predictable interest that 
ethnic nationalist groups have in DNA means that they are often 
overrepresented amongst these sites. A lack of expertise in GATs 
amongst archaeologists may make it difficult for them to challenge 
narratives of individuals and population histories that develop from 
interpretations of GATs, which adds to the potentially problematic 
ways in which archaeological expertise may be undermined in 
digital contexts (Richardson 2014). The reflexive way in which 
a large number of people, particularly those with predominantly 
recent European ancestry, reflects the perception of these tests as 
‘low stakes’ and recreational, with only a small impact on their lives 
beyond their perception of self.  However, as has been argued in 
the public archaeology literature, there is a broader argument over 
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how far knowledge and results of tests spill over into ideas around 
society, heritage and identity (Nash 2015; 2017; Richardson and 
Booth 2017). The stakes are tangibly higher for people from other 
parts of the world. For instance, in North America ancestry results 
pertaining to Native American ancestry can be seen to affect 
political legitimacy (TallBear 2013).
White nationalists perceive themselves to have a more explicit 
high stakes investment in the results of GATs. A study of posts 
on the Stormfront white supremacist online messageboard 
suggests that many see these GATs as a way of legitimizing their 
‘whiteness’, which in their minds is defined by a high proportion 
of European ancestry (Panofsky and Donovan 2017). These ideas 
of ‘whiteness’ and genetic continuity with ancient populations are 
often linked with determinist notions of behaviour and culture. 
Inevitably, GATs often subvert expectations, revealing ancestors 
from continents other than Europe. However, the most common 
response to unexpected results is rejection, either through criticism 
of the methodologies used by the testing companies, anti-Semitic 
conspiracy theories or shifting goal-posts (Panofsky and Donovan 
2017: 27). This highlights that whilst GATs have the potential to be 
a disruptive form of public mortuary archaeology when it comes to 
biological essentialist notions of peoples, this is often ignored or 
rationalized reflexively if it contradicts a person’s pre-established 
sense of identity (Panofsky and Donovan 2017; Scully et al. 2013; 
2016). This selective reaction to GATs further demonstrates that, in 
spite of their disruptive potential, they are more often appropriated 
to support an individual’s preconceived ideas. This is in common 
with other forms of public archaeology that are selectively co-
opted and interpreted to fit particular ideologies, particularly those 
related to nationalism (Sommer 2017). This parallels the tensions 
surrounding intellectual authority and multi-vocality in Western 
Europe. Multi-vocal approaches, particularly in North America, 
can engage wide audiences, give indigenous groups agency 
and stake in archaeological interpretations of their heritage and 
produce broader discussions that are of benefit to discussions 
around archaeology and heritage (for example: Hodder 2008; 
McClelland and Cerezo-Román 2016), but this should not extend 
to allowing scientific analyses to be misrepresented, particularly 
for egregious purposes, and in these cases this requires some 
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acknowledgement of expertise (Grima 2017; Merriman 2004). For 
instance, in Western Europe multi-vocal approaches may open 
archaeological interpretation to fringe ideas and ideologies that 
misrepresent primary evidence (Merriman 2004; Richardson 2014; 
Grima 2017). Similar to certain fringe narratives of archaeological 
sites constructed by non-experts, the results of GAT tests have 
the potential to be misunderstood or misrepresented to prop up 
particular extreme ideologies (Grima 2017; Sommer 2017).
Some companies also offer to characterize an individual’s 
uniparental markers in an attempt to explore deeper aspects of an 
individual’s maternal and paternal ancestry (Jobling et al. 2016). 
Accumulated random mutation in these parts of the genome can 
be classified into trees of related categories, named ‘haplogroups’. 
As different haplogroups emerge at different times and in different 
locations, they occur at variable frequencies amongst world 
populations. Uniparental genetic markers are often used on a 
population level to discuss maternal/paternal genetic population 
affinities and movements.
In relating to a specific lineage of ancestors, an individual’s 
uniparental markers potentially provide a clearer line of descent that 
reaches back into the deep past. For instance, a study of modern 
DNA from the north of England found an association between rare 
Norse-derived surnames and Y-chromosome haplogroups associated 
with Scandinavia, which is most likely related to early medieval 
diaspora of Scandinavian groups around the North Sea and Irish 
Sea in the ninth and early tenth centuries AD (King and Jobling 
2009). However, in representing a small and very specific proportion 
of an individual’s ancestors, these markers are often not particularly 
meaningful in a broad biological sense, and can contrast with results 
from an individual’s whole genome (Emery et al. 2015; Jobling et al. 
2016; Lee 2013; Royal et al. 2010). Many world populations include 
a diversity of uniparental haplogroups, and distinguishing between 
them is usually based on ratios at a population level. Therefore, 
extrapolating the origins of a single individual’s uniparental lineage 
on the preponderance of a particular haplogroup in other national 
populations can be inaccurate. In addition, defining modern identity 
or heritage through either of these markers is inherently gendered in 
arbitrarily a small group of direct all-male or all-female ancestors (Nash 
2012). In sum, the analysis of genome-wide SNPs and uniparental 
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markers in modern populations has undeniable applications to the 
study of past population history, but for a variety of reasons they 
are limited in connecting a modern individual with ancient peoples. 
GAT companies have no stake in communicating these limitations 
to the public, leaving their ancestry tests open to interpretation and 
potentially abuse by individuals and groups promoting nationalist 
ideologies.
Ancient DNA and traditional mortuary archaeology
Major breakthroughs in sequencing technology, sampling and 
laboratory methods have revolutionized the extraction and analysis 
of ancient DNA. These methods have been applied to a range of 
prehistoric human remains, leading to the discovery of new groups 
of humans with whom our species interbred, and have gone some 
way to resolving the issue of the prehistoric population history of 
Europe (Allentoft et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016; Haak et al. 2015; Olalde 
et al. 2017; Prüfer et al. 2014). Genetic evidence of inbreeding 
events between humans and extinct hominins such as Denisovans 
have also led the media and the public to reflect on the meanings 
of their relationships to extinct humans. An extreme example, 
again originating from the Stormfront message board study, is 
the suggestion that Neanderthal genetic variants contribute to 
the reduced skin pigmentation and inherent superiority of white 
Europeans, particularly compared to most human populations in 
sub-Saharan Africa, who, have no Neanderthal ancestry (Panofsky 
and Donovan 2017: 2). Yet research has shown that prehistoric 
movements of Eurasian populations into Africa mean that people 
inhabiting parts of eastern Africa today do have some Neanderthal 
ancestry (Llorente et al. 2015). In addition, Neanderthal ancestry 
is currently highest in populations living in East Asia (Wall et al. 
2013). Genetic variants that modern populations have inherited 
from Neanderthals include ones linked to pigmentation, however 
these variants have been shown to contribute to both lighter and 
darker pigmentation (Dannemann and Kelso 2017). The persistent 
spurious association between Neanderthal ancestry and ‘whiteness’ 
provides an example of how interpretations of palaeogenomic 
data, filtered uncritically through an individual’s pre-existing belief 
systems, can result in the misappropriation or misrepresentation 
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of scientific findings. This echoes similar misrepresentations of 
archaeological evidence in the service of particular ideologies that 
public archaeology, is in part intended to combat  (Scully et al. 
2013; Richardson and Almansa-Sánchez 2015; Jobling et al. 2016; 
Scully et al. 2016; Grima 2017; Moshenska 2017; Sommer 2017). 
These examples show how multiple narratives of palaeogenetic 
evidence do develop, although the overwhelming authority of qualified 
geneticists ensures that these ideas are usually condemned to the 
fringes of public discourse. However, these spurious interpretations 
of the genetic data may enter into public discussions of archaeology 
and heritage, particularly on the internet, and may be particularly 
difficult to challenge in cases where archaeologists do not have some 
expertise in genetics or palaeogenomics. Ethnic nationalist ideologies 
are often considered at the fringes of society in Western Europe, 
although they are often implicit and prevalent in public discussions 
of migration, identity and nationality, particularly in certain parts 
of the media and online (Fligstein et al. 2012). These issues have 
come to the fore in Britain more obviously due to conversations 
around nationalism and identity triggered by the Brexit and Scottish 
independence referendums (Richardson and Booth 2017; Zmigrod 
et al. 2017). Ethnic nationalism is entrenched in more eastern parts 
of Europe such as Hungary and the Ukraine (Bugajski 2016). These 
ideologies commonly misuse public archaeologies, including genetics 
to justify themselves and have the potential to be reciprocally 
influential in public archaeology and public mortuary archaeology 
specifically, due to the way national heritage is often thought of by 
the public, and sometimes promoted by archaeologists themselves, 
as the product of an unbroken biological connection to ‘our ancestors’ 
(Sommer 2017). 
There have been no direct investigations into how GATs or 
palaeogenomic studies are affecting the public’s relationship with 
archaeological sites to date. However, the ability of GATs to track 
deceased ancestors who could not otherwise be located means 
that there is now potential to broaden the nature and variety of 
archaeological sites with mortuary dimensions to which people may 
conceive of themselves as ‘belonging to’ (including, for example, 
caves, megalithic tombs, barrows and cairns, as well as churchyards, 
burial grounds and cemeteries of the historic period). In producing 
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connections, or ancestry compositions, which agree with people’s 
preconceived notions of their own ancestry, as well as an ‘our 
ancestors’ view of heritage, GATs may also strengthen a person’s 
connection with mortuary sites with which they already had an 
existing relationship (Smith 2001). On the other hand, GAT results 
that are contrary to a person’s expectations have the potential to 
disrupt a person’s connection to specific archaeological sites (see 
the discussion of Stonehenge below), although the tendency for 
individuals to reject contrary results means that any disruptive 
potential may be buffered to some degree (Panofsky and Donovan 
2017; Scully et al. 2013; 2016).
The public’s interest in questions of their relatedness to local 
ancient populations has encouraged studies where DNA from 
ancient peoples is compared to nearby modern individuals or 
populations to see how they are related. The most famous example 
of this approach is the analysis of DNA from the ten thousand-
year-old Cheddar Man skeleton from Gough’s Cave, Somerset and 
the inhabitants of the nearby Cheddar village (Sykes 2006). This 
study claimed to have successfully extracted mitochondrial DNA 
from Cheddar Man that could be classified as belonging to the ‘U’ 
haplogroup. The study famously also found that mitochondrial 
DNA from a local schoolteacher belonged to the same haplogroup. 
The media particularly took this result as indicating that the 
schoolteacher was the direct descendant of Cheddar Man and that 
the people of Cheddar had a biological stake in the area which 
reached back thousands of years (Nuthall 1997). This interpretation 
misrepresents what mitochondrial DNA can be used to say. Whilst 
it is faintly possible that the schoolteacher is a maternal direct 
descendent of Cheddar Man, it is much more likely that they share 
a common maternal ancestor who existed tens of thousands of 
years ago. The U haplogroup itself occurs relatively frequently 
in most modern European populations (Sahakyan et al. 2017). 
If Cheddar Man has any modern descendants he would be the 
ancestor of almost every human alive today (Rohde et al. 2004). 
The Cheddar Man research and subsequent studies into modern 
British mitochondrial DNA suggesting British population continuity 
over the last 17,000 years ago have had a lasting legacy on public 
discourse, and have been misappropriated to promote nativist 
political ideals (Jobling et al. 2016; Oppenheimer 2006; Figure 3). 
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Analysis of palaeogenomes from hundreds of prehistoric 
Europeans has found evidence of several significant migrations of 
people from outside the Continent, meaning that modern European 
populations are mostly genetically discontinuous with the earliest 
prehistoric inhabitants (Allentoft et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2016; Haak et 
al. 2015; Olalde et al. 2017). These results could have implications 
for the public’s relationship with mortuary monuments belonging 
to certain archaeological phases, or at least nudge people towards 
a more positive and grounded understanding of national heritage 
where ancestry is less prominent (Smith 2001). For example, a 
recent palaeogenomic study of the Beaker cultural phenomenon in 
prehistoric Europe suggests that migrations into Britain associated 
with the introduction of the Beaker culture (c. 2500 BC) resulted in 
an almost complete replacement of the local Neolithic population 
over a few hundred years (Olalde et al. 2017). This means that 
modern British populations are largely not directly descended 
from the builders of Stonehenge: situated in one Britain’s largest 
Late Neolithic ceremonial and mortuary landscapes, and one of 
its most famous heritage sites. This kind of finding disrupts any 
biological essentialist or genealogical notions of British heritage 
that are often implicit in public discourse. However, ethnic 
nationalist groups by their nature tend to maintain a key interest 
in new results from both modern and ancient DNA, and often 
change, reframe or reboot their beliefs accordingly, ignoring any 
resultant cognitive dissonance, which is why the idea of heritage 
and nationhood as defined exclusively by DNA ancestry needs to 
be robustly challenged.  The results from the Beaker study may 
also have important implications for specific stakeholders, such as 
denominations of neo-druids, for whom the religious significance 
of Stonehenge is dependent on the site including burials of ancient 
ancestors (Wallis and Blain 2011). 
Discussion
There is a moral case for public archeologists challenging 
biologically determinist ideas of nationhood and heritage, however 
it is useful to be able to demonstrate that these ideologies fail on 
evidential grounds (Sommer 2017). Even if European prehistory was 
defined by population continuity, the non-specificity of a modern 
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individual’s deep ancestry means that in most cases their individual 
genetic stake in archaeological mortuary sites is not particularly 
meaningful (Ralph and Coop 2013). Individuals recovered from any 
European cemetery dating to before the ninth century AD will not 
be the specific ancestors of any local or even national community. 
The nature of ancestry means that modern nationally or regionally 
specific ancestry will only begin to emerge in archaeological 
individuals from the very recent past. As discussed above, GATs 
mostly reveal that even modern individuals rarely have exclusive 
recent ancestry in specific nations or geographical regions (Jobling 
et al. 2016; Panofsky and Donovan 2017). Informed interpretations 
of GATs, as well as academic studies of modern and ancient 
genomes, support arguments that no individual’s link to a nation or 
national heritage can be strictly biological, but is a cultural decision 
that can be based in part on ancestry, which inevitably incorporates 
Figure 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQE0QPFoLfs 
A 20-minute clip of BBC Question Time from 22 October 2009, featuring 
the then-leader of the British Nationalist Party, Nick Griffin. At 09:07, 
Nick Griffin refers to the idea of a British ‘indigenous’ population that has 
persisted for the last 17,000 years, a claim that originates in previous 
studies of modern DNA (Oppenheimer 2006) that have now been refuted 
(Olalde et al. 2018).
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many other cultural, social and historical factors (Clegg et al. 2013; 
Jobling et al. 2016).
The disruptive potential of these technologies has been 
demonstrated most recently and most acutely by mainstream and 
social media reaction to palaeogenetic analyses, which suggest that 
Cheddar Man (and, indeed most Mesolithic Europeans) probably 
had dark skin (Brace et al. 2018), a subject that will be covered in 
more detail by the author in future publications. However, a lack of 
public awareness of palaeogenetics, the vagaries of deep ancestry 
and the limitations of GATs mean that these technologies are often 
reinforcing pre-existing beliefs.
There is a distinction to be made between accidental 
misunderstandings of GAT results and palaeogenomics where a 
lack of expert guidance and the marketing strategies of the GAT 
companies allows the public to fall back on established historical 
or familial myths, and interpretations of GATs and palaeogenomics 
that are driven by ideologies which involve the willful distortion 
of genetic and archaeological evidence. The problem that public 
archaeologists face is that the latter often fuels the former, 
particularly in digital environments, meaning that simplistic 
biologically essentialist understandings of nationhood and heritage 
may become more deeply fixed and justified by objective scientific 
truth  in the public imagination (Nash 2012; Richardson and 
Booth 2017). Therefore the misappropriation and reframing of 
GAT and palaegenetic studies within nationalist narratives could 
begin to impact on discourse in archaeological forums and social 
media where public archaeologists’ expertise in genetics may be 
limited. These issues and tensions mirror those identified in public 
archaeology and highlight the need for public archaeologists to 
engage with these new techniques and integrate them into their 
discourse and strategies, or at least identify trustworthy external 
authorities that can be used to counter-act distorted narratives, 
whether that be particular academics or academic papers 
themselves, blogs or websites. Challenging and subverting national 
origin myths and their underlying ideologies that misappropriate 
primary evidence is a core part of public archaeology, therefore 
both GATS and palaeogenomics are potentially important tools 
for public archaeologists if they can develop some familiarity with 
these techniques.
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Conclusion
Hopefully this article has laid out some simple notions of what 
palaeogenomics and GATs can and cannot be used to say about 
relationships between modern and ancient populations and 
individuals, which can be used to aid archaeologists engaging in 
public debate on these matters. Public scientists with specialisms 
in genetics such as Dr Adam Rutherford and Dr Jennifer Raff 
are already successfully tackling misrepresentations of GATs and 
palaeogenomics on social and traditional media, but it is difficult 
to say how far this work has yet influenced public archaeologists, 
and discussions of identity and heritage. The rising public 
profile of GATs and palaeogenomic studies mean that they 
will inevitably begin to influence public perception of history, 
society and heritage.  Reasoned discussion of human ancestry 
and recent palaeogenomics findings show how this position is 
no longer tenable in an era of growing political populism and 
nationalist sentiment. This is a significant opportunity for public 
archaeologists to the ideological and intellectual arguments 
contained in narratives of history and heritage that misrepresent 
or misappropriate primary evidence. 
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